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Dear Sam
I believe that all children can help
save the planet by recycling plastic
bottles. We use lots and lots of
plastic bottles every day. At our
school, we use plastic bottles for
alldog
sorts
My name is Sarah. I want to introduce you to the best
in of
thethings
world,— water, fruit
juice,
milk drinks
my dog Max. Max is extraordinary. He can run around
the trampoline
a and even
medicines. That’s a lot of bottles.
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hundred times and not get dizzy. He always gets out even though Dad
makes the fence higher and higher. I actually think he
squeezes
We
have seen that people don’t
underneath it near the back corner. I’m not going to tell
Dadtobecause
bother
put their empty bottles in
the bin. They throw them out car
that would spoil all Max’s fun.
windows or just drop them as they

But Max has a secret skill that he uses just for me. walk. These end up in our oceans,
rivers
and lakes,
When I was little, Mum let me help her cook cakes and
biscuits.
She harming many
water
animals.
They also make the
said she couldn’t cook without her little kitchen helper.
When
we had
waterways look horrible.
In Australia, April Fool’s Day is the
finished cooking, I was allowed to eat what was left in the bowl. If Mum
day people play tricks on each other. wasn’t looking, I let Max lick the bowl after me. I shared
treats
Evenmy
when
theywith
are put in the bin,
Max. I think he loved cooking as much as I did.
plastic bottles are a problem.
April Fool’s Day is thought to have begun in France.
Because we use so many plastic
thatinI am at school, Mum only bakes when we are
going to have
At that time, New Year’s Day was AprilNow
1. But
bottles and they can take
visitors.
help anymore
butto break down,
of years
1582, the French king made his people
use aShe does it by herself. She doesn’t need myhundreds
Max
knows
when
Mum
is
baking.
He
sits
and
watches
her
very
new calendar — the one we use today. On the
carefully.
new calendar, each year began on
JanuaryMum
1. thinks he wants to lick the bowl. But that’s not what
thinks! Max has a better plan. He is MY little helper in the kitchen.
Because people walked or rode Max
between

Today, people play tricks on
each other instead.
Sometimes even radio and
television stations play April
Fool’s tricks. Once an
English TV station played a
really good trick. They
showed how spaghetti grew
on trees in Italy! Spaghetti is
really made from flour, eggs
and water but some viewers
believed the tree story.

towns and villages, it took a long
timeI for
When
get home from school, Mum has hidden all the biscuits and
this news to spread. So, manycakes
people
away to use later when guests arrive.
took a long time to learn of this
Shechange.
likes to think I won’t know that she has
The result was some people
just kept
baked.
This is where Max uses his secret
using the old date. They were
skill. If Max is standing beside the
laughed at and called “April
Fools”.when I come into the
cupboard
kitchen I know that there are baked
treats inside. I quickly get one for me
and one for Max too. He deserves it.
After all, he’s been the watchdog; he’s
done the surveillance.

It is so funny. Mum can’t work out how
I know when she has baked. Max and
I have our secrets.

they clog up the space at the
dump. Other things like paper and
vegetables break down quickly
and become part of the soil, but not
plastic.
If we all choose to recycle plastic
bottles, they can be reused to
make other things like toys, tools
and even some clothes. This will
mean less plastic in dumps and
waterways.
Recycling is something kids can
do to help the environment. So we
should all start now!
Thank you
Jessica
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Day
day April
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April Fool’s Day is thought to have begun in France.
At that time, New Year’s Day was April 1. But in
1582, the French king made his people use a
new calendar — the one we use today. On the
new calendar, each year began on January 1.
Because people walked or rode between
towns and villages, it took a long time for
this news to spread. So, many people
took a long time to learn of this change.
The result was some people just kept
using the old date. They were
laughed at and called “April Fools”.

Today, people play tricks on
each other instead.
Sometimes even radio and
television stations play April
Fool’s tricks. Once an
English TV station played a
really good trick. They
showed how spaghetti grew
on trees in Italy! Spaghetti is
really made from flour, eggs
and water but some viewers
believed the tree story.
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My name is Sarah. I want to introduce you to the best dog in the world,
my dog Max. Max is extraordinary. He can run around the trampoline a
hundred times and not get dizzy. He always gets out even though Dad
makes the fence higher and higher. I actually think he squeezes
underneath it near the back corner. I’m not going to tell Dad because
that would spoil all Max’s fun.
But Max has a secret skill that he uses just for me.
When I was little, Mum let me help her cook cakes and biscuits. She
said she couldn’t cook without her little kitchen helper. When we had
finished cooking, I was allowed to eat what was left in the bowl. If Mum
wasn’t looking, I let Max lick the bowl after me. I shared my treats with
Max. I think he loved cooking as much as I did.
Now that I am at school, Mum only bakes when we are going to have
visitors. She does it by herself. She doesn’t need my help anymore but
Max knows when Mum is baking. He sits and watches her very
carefully. Mum thinks he wants to lick the bowl. But that’s not what
Max thinks! Max has a better plan. He is MY little helper in the kitchen.
When I get home from school, Mum has hidden all the biscuits and
cakes away to use later when guests arrive.
She likes to think I won’t know that she has
baked. This is where Max uses his secret
skill. If Max is standing beside
the Secret
Max’s
cupboard when I come into the
kitchen I know that there are baked
treats inside. I quickly get one for me
and one for Max too. He deserves it.
After all, he’s been the watchdog; he’s
done the surveillance.
It is so funny. Mum can’t work out how
I know when she has baked. Max and
I have our secrets.
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Dear Sam

the they
Planet
clog up the space at the
I believe that all childrenSave
can help
dump. Other things like paper and
save the planet by recycling plastic
vegetables break down quickly
bottles. We use lots and lots of
and become part of the soil, but not
plastic bottles every day. At our
plastic.
school, we use plastic bottles for
all sorts of things — water, fruit
If we all choose to recycle plastic
juice, milk drinks and even
bottles, they can be reused to
medicines. That’s a lot of bottles.
make other things like toys, tools
and even some clothes. This will
We have seen that people don’t
mean less plastic in dumps and
bother to put their empty bottles in
waterways.
the bin. They throw them out car
windows or just drop them as they
Recycling is something kids can
walk. These end up in our oceans,
do to help the environment. So we
rivers and lakes, harming many
should all start now!
water animals. They also make the
waterways look horrible.
Thank you
Even when they are put in the bin,
plastic bottles are a problem.
Because we use so many plastic
bottles and they can take
hundreds of years to break down,

Jessica
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